From Twin Bays Parking Lot:
Juniper Trail a paved trail that drops gently to the lake and picnic area. It continues as a gravel trail to the Lower Turtle’s Head Point (aka Rattlesnake Point) Lookout. A loop combines Juniper Trail and Crest Trail
back to the parking lot.
Jade Trail drops steeply though ponderosa forest to Jade Bay beach and a small picnic area.
Grassland Trail gives hikers and bikers easy meadow access to the Corral Trail and the switchbacks down to Cosens Bay.
Crest Trail is the only route to take leashed dogs to the Pet Beach. The trail continues as a moderate ridge walk to the Upper Turtle’s Head Point Lookout.

From the Red Gate Parking Lot:
Corral Trail starts as an easy, grassland walk to the rim overlooking Kalamalka Lake. It continues down switchbacks to Cosens Bay.
Comin’ Round the Mountain an easy walk to the Cosens Bay Gate along the north side of the park. The trail crosses grasslands and some mixed forest providing views north towards Vernon and east down the
Coldstream valley.
The Parabola climbs fairly steeply through grasslands and forest to join The Wall near the top of Rattlesnake Hill.
The Wall climbs steeply from the Comin’ Round the Mountain trail, through forest to the top of the hill and the edge of the escarpment.
Lookout Trail starts as a moderate woodland trail but then becomes steep and rocky with excellent views. Good footwear is essential.
Loop 1 Trail a 10 km loop of moderate difficulty consists of Corral Trail to Sidewinder Trail to Cosens Bay Trail to Cosens Bay Gate. The Comin’ Round the Mountain trail completes the loop back to the
Red Gate Parking Lot.
Loop Trail 2 a loop consisting of the Lookout Trail to the top of the escarpment returning to Comin’ Round the Mountain trail and the Red Gate Parking Lot via The Parabola (5.7 km) or The Wall (7.5 km).

From Cosens Bay Gate:
Cosens Bay Trail after a short climb, becomes an easy downhill route through major grassland meadows of the park to the beach a Cosens Bay. Remember that the return trip is a long uphill walk.
The only parking is at Cosens Bay Gate.
High Rim Trail hugs the fence line heading south and over a steep rocky saddle into Bear Valley. An easier route is down Cosens Bay Trail to join the High Rim Trail at the western end of Bear Valley. The High Rim
Trail then climbs steadily through forest, past the Cattle Pond to the Repeater Viewpoint (14 km from Cosens Bay Gate) and on to Hwy 33.
Cougar Canyon Climbing Area can be reached from the parking lot located under the powerline along Cosens Bay Road.

